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VARIETIES OF COMMUTATIVE BCK-ALGEBRAS NOT GENERATED BY THEIR FINITE MEMBERS
In this paper wa consider varieties of commutative BCK-algebras. For basic faots concerning BCK-algebraa we refer the reader to the paper [3] of K.Iseki and S.Tanaka. The class CBCK of commutative BCK-algebras was selected by S.Tanaka [12] , then K.Yutani [15] has shown that it forms a variety. Reoall the definition. A commutative BCK-algebra, or cBCK-algebra» is an algebra A = (A,°,0) of type (2,0) satisfying the following identities: (1) (xy)z = (xz)y, Here and in the sequel we write simply xy for xoy. Every commutative BCK-algebra A is ordered by the relation £ given by: x sy iff xy = 0, and (A t s) is a meet semilattioe in which XAy = x(xy) for x,y e A. For further information about the variety CBCK we refer the reader to (See [11] ). The variety LBCK is generated by their finite members. Untill quite recently it was not known whether there are varieties of oBCK-algebras which do not have this property. This still concerns the whole variety CBCK. The first example of (infinitely many) subvarieties of CBCK which are not generated by their finite members was found, so far as we know, by the first author. The result was then generalised by A. Wronski [14] who proved that there are continuum of varieties of oBCK-algebras with this property and found a collection of countably many finitely axiomatizable varieties of that kind. In this paper we give a simple proof of the conjecture of the first author and put together this result and some results of A. Wronski in a more general setting.
Further on we use frequently results and terminology of [9] » [10] and [11] . Some information about subdireotly irreducible oBCK-algebras from these papers will be very usefull for us. Recall first, that every subdireotly irreducible cBCK-algebra A is a cBCK-tree with meet-irreduoible 0 and eaoh atomic cBCK-tree with meet-irreducible 0 is subdireotly Irreducible (and in a finite oase simple). Any maximal chain of a subdireotly irreducible cBCK-tree is a subalgebra and a subdirectly irreducible cBCK-ohain. (For the structure of cBCK cBCK-chains see [10J). For uncomparable a,be A, we can find ab using ab = a(aAh). The class TFC of infinite atomic subdirectly irreducible cBCK-trees with finite "orowns" will play an essential role in this paper. It contains the trees in the form presented in the picture* Baoh tree in TFC is an ordinal sum © (TjJi e I), where |l| > 2 and I is a cBCK-chain with the greatest element g, p is an integer, i^,...»i^eN and all elements equal or greater than p form a finite tree. For com- The operation * is defined in T in a unique possible way. Then substituting Og for x and a for y in T we can easily cheek that (p Q ) does not hold in T. Theorem 2. Let V be a variety of oBCK-algebras satisfying all (p n ). Let V dLBCK. Then V is not generated by their finite members*
Proof.
By Lemma 1 each finite eubdireotly irreducible algebra in V is a ohain, whenoe it satisfies the identity (1). On the other hand, (I) does not hold in infinite members of TFC. Q.E.D.
The next identity which will be interesting for us is where n = 1,2,... . Proposition 3. Let Ae TFC. Then A has exaotly k maximal elements if and only if A satisfies the identity (aik) and does not satisfy any of (mQ) for n < k.
Froof. If A has k maximal elements then each k+1-element subset B of A contains two comparable elements, say b^ < bg, and b^bg = 0, whenoe A satisfies (m^) and evidently it does not satisfy (mn) for n < k. Note that if (m^,) holds in A then holds in A too. How suppose A satisfies (m^) but not (mn) for n<k, and A has 1 maximal elements with 1 < k or 1> k. Then by the first part of the proof, A satisfies (m^) with 1< k in the first case and does not satisfy (m^) in the second, a contradiction. Hence k = 1. Q.E.D. 
• Corollary 6. Let S be the subolasa of TFC containing cBCK-trees that satisfy the identity (a). Let S^ be the subclass of S containing cBCK-trees having k maximal elements. Then the varieties VfS^) and V(S) form the strictly increasing ahain
V(S.,) c V(S 2 ) c ... c V(3).
Note that the variety V(S) is defined by the identities (p) and (a), and each variety V(S k ), where k = 1,2,..., is defined by (p), (a) and (m^J.
The identities (a), (c Q ) and (m n ) give also an equational base for some varieties of cBCK-algebraa generated by a finite cBCK-tree. Let ^ be a finite cBCK-tree of the length n with k maximal elements and satisfying (a). Let D be n,u a cBCK-tree of the length n, with countable many maximal elements and satisfying (a). (See the picture below). 
